Art & Design Reading and Research List

What do artists do all day?
Grayson Perry on radio 4
BBC bitesize art and design
Tate Shots
The drawing room
Drawing to perform
Ways of Seeing BBC Television Series
100 Contemporary Artists Vol 1 A-K Holzwarth, Hans Werner
A Dictionary of Modern Contemporary Art Chilvers, Ian
A Dictionary of Twentieth-Century Art Chilvars, Ian
Art in Society Baynes, Ken
Art the Critic's Choice
Believing is Seeing / Creating the Culture of Art Staniszewski, Mary Anne
Between the Lines: an Artist and her world / an Artist and Her World Dorothea Tanning
Concepts of the Modern Art Stangos, Nikos
Feminist Subjects, Multi Media: Cultural Methodologies Reynolds, Dee
Gilbert and George/ the singing Sculpture Ratcliff, Carter
Introduction to Art Nateman, David S
Modern Art and Society
Modernism in Art, Design and Architecture Crouch, Christopher
Old Mistresses/ Women, Art and Ideology Parker, Rozsika
Tate Gallery: an Illustrated Companion Wilson, Simon
the 20th-Century Art Book
Shock of the New Hughes
The Art Book Butler, Adam
The Art History Study Guide Spencer, John
The National Gallery Companion Guide Langmuir, Erika
The Power of Feminist Art Broude, N
The Story of Art Gombrich, E.H
Three Artists (Three Women)/ Modernism and the Art of Hesse, Krasner, and O'Keeffe
Ways of Seeing/ Based on the BBC Television Series Berger, John
Women and Modernism Deepwell, Katy
Women Artists Heller, Nancy
Women Art and Power and Other Essays Nochlin, Linda
Women, Art and Society Chadwick, Whitney
Writing on the Wall Lindner, Elsbeth.
Bildatlas Kunst Klett
The Surface Texture Book Martin, Cat
The Age of the Collage Gestalten
Drawing Surrealism Jones, Leslie
The Drawing Book Kovats, Tania
100 Contemporary Artists A-Z by Taschen
Installation Art by Nicolas de Oliveira and Nicola Oxley
Vitamin D: New Perspectives in Drawing Kantor, Jordan
Art in Theory 1900-2000 Wood and Harrison
Roland Barthes Camera Lucida
The Other Story Rasheed Araeen
Theories of the Modern Art Herschel B. Chip